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About the city
Lake Garda is an important tourist area in the shadow of the Dolomite Mountains in Northern Italy. It is a
popular holiday location, about half-way between Brescia and Verona, and between Venice and Milan.
Glaciers formed this alpine region at the end of the last Ice Age. Lake Garda becomes pretty deep just a few
metres from the coast. The best beaches, not over-crowded, can be found from Punta San Vigilio to Torri del
Benaco and the water is very clean. The beach of Sirmione is great for swimming, so there you will find the
clearest water of all Lake Garda. The quality of the water is constantly checked and certified. The beach of
Sirmione is made of large smooth rocks and pretty clean. The sight is breathtaking because Sirmione
peninsula lays right in the middle of Southern Lake Garda.
Points of interest
Train station of Desenzano del Garda Sirmione,Pederzoli Clinic,Train station of Peschiera del Garda
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Hotel Savoy Palace

4 stars

(3 Night/s)
DOUBLE
BED AND BREAKFAST

About the hotel
The Hotel Savoy Palace is a place rich in history and charm. Built in the early 1900's based on the project of the architect
Enrico Shafer, the hotel has been host to many famous guests: Winston Churchill, Gabriele D'Annunzio, Umberto of Savoy
and other illustrious characters of the twentieth century preferred the Hotel Savoy Palace for its refinement in architectural
forms, its lovely location on the shores of Lake Garda and its intimate atmosphere. The Hotel Savoy Palace maintains the
charm of that era thanks to attentive restoration works that helped to reflect the historic Art Nouveau both in style and
architectural structure. The soft colours, the furnishings with the floral style and the precious materials confirm the tradition of
this exclusive high-class hotel.

Popularity
81 %
Address

Activities in this destination
1 activities in 3 days

Garda Thermal Park Entry Ticket

Day 1

Garda Thermal Park Entry Ticket
Sightseeing Tickets & Passes
06/09/2020

Your ticket is valid for one entry to the Thermal Park of Garda, where you can soak in the Thermal Lakes,
whirlpools, and baths.
The Thermal Park of Garda is a 'unique natural spa' of 13 acres surrounded by rare plants and trees with thermal
lakes, swimming pools, a wellness center, and a fitness facility.
Villa dei Cedri mineral water originates in large amounts from 2 deep subterranean water-bearing strata (160 and
200 meters depth) at a temperature of 37° and 42° C. In the main lake and in the swimming pool, the temperature
of the thermal water is set at approximately 33° C. In the special pools (old tubs), temperatures reach 37°/39° C. In
the second lake, the water temperature is around 29°-30°.
Confirmation will be received at time of booking
Wheelchair accessible
Children up to 1 Meter 20 of height, enter for free
Children between 1 Meter 20 and 1 Meter 50 pay reduced entry
You can present either a paper or an electronic voucher for this activity.

Lake Garda

Private Car Transfer

Verona

Verona

From day 4 to day 8

Italy

About the city
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Set amid endless vineyards and cypress groves, this melange of Roman ruins, pink palazzi and fanciful
sepulchres has a romantic beauty that is difficult to over-praise. Shakespeare set Romeo and Juliet here,
and would likely be amused to know that his imaginary lovers have become Verona’s hottest tourist
attraction. Nonetheless, Verona has more to offer than just Romeo and Juliet. In Verona’s centre, Brà
square, there is the almost perfectly preserved Roman Arena. Up via Mazzini from the Arena is piazza delle
Erbe, where corny gadgets are sold amid the Renaissance palazzo of former Veronese merchants and has a
lively atmosphere with pretty cafes and dazzling restaurants. Through an arch on the right are piazza dei
Signori and the Tombs of the Scaligeri, the peculiar Gothic remnants of della Scalla, Verona’s medieval
tyrants. The equestrian statue of Cangrande I, head of the Scalla clan is a glorification of raw power and can
be visited at the museum of Castelvecchio. But if you are an incurable romantic, at 23 via Cappello you’ll find
Juliet’s house, where lovers graffiti their hopeful pleas. The house where Romeo used to live is now a bar.
This ancient city exudes history from every brick and is well worth a visit.
Points of interest
Castelvecchio Museum,Via Giuseppe Mazzini,Castelvecchio Bridge,Scaliger Tombs,Piazza delle Erbe,
Palazzo Giusti,Basilica of San Zeno,Arco dei Gavi,Porta Borsari,Castel San Pietro,Ponte Pietra,San Fermo
Maggiore,Verona Arena,Teatro Romano,Sant'Anastasia,Verona Cathedral,Casa di Giulietta,Piazza dei
Signori,Piazza Bra,Torre dei Lamberti
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Due Torri
5 stars

(4 Night/s)
DOUBLE
BED AND BREAKFAST
About the hotel
- Position The Due Torri Hotel is situated in the historic centre of Verona near the church of Sant'Anastasia, as stone's throw
from Juliet's famous balcony, Piazza Bra and the Arena, known throughout the world. The superb quality of the furnishings
and the professional service are highly valued by its illustrious Italian and international clientele, making it the most renowned
five-star hotel in Verona. - Rooms Classic rooms are in empire style, furnished with authentic period furniture. The walls are
covered in precious tapestries in vibrant colours. The flooring ranges from carpets that match the tapestries to hand-varnished
parquet. Every room features style elements. The Murano glass lamps and precious bedspreads recall a style of bygone eras.
The pink marble bathrooms are all fitted with a bathtub with shower. Deluxe rooms are furnished with period furniture with
walls covered with precious tapestries in vibrant colours, with golden frames. The flooring ranges from carpets that match the
tapestries, creating a pleasant, harmonious chromatic effect, to hand-varnished parquet. All deluxe rooms at the Due Torri
Hotel are personalised with extreme care and passion for detail. Junior Suites are furnished with classical-style furniture. The
walls are covered with precious tapestries in vibrant, harmonious tones with gilded frames. The floorings range from carpet to
parquet. Every room features style details, with Murano glass lamps and precious bedspreads which recall a style of bygone
eras. - Restaurant Relaxation, comfort and hospitality of bygone eras are the characteristics of the Aquile Lounge &
Restaurant in Verona, situated in the magnificently decorated, spacious lobby. It is the ideal place for aperitifs, cocktails and
exclusive gala suppers, with a large range of drinks and innovative regional and international cuisine. There is a vast choice of
highly prestigious wines, the expression of a land that is rich in wine-growing traditions. - Outside - Lobby - More Informations
Great works of modernization have involved almost all of the 89 rooms of the palace, completely renovated. The last restyling
gave the Two Towers a new facade, a lobby from the contemporary features and a brand new dining room. In spring 2013 it
opened the exclusive panoramic terrace inside, ideal for cocktails, coffee breaks, lunches and dinners. The Terrace, one of
the highest in the city, welcomes the Grill Restaurant with 360 degree views over the historic center of Verona. 24-hour
reception. Check-in time 2.00 PM Remarks Rates do not include any local tax that have to be paid directly to the hotel in
addition to the total cost. Bedding preferences are not guranteed and are subject to supplier availability.

Activities in this destination
2 activities in 4 days

Verona City Hop-on Hop-off Tour
Day 4

Verona City Hop-on Hop-off Tour
Tours & Sightseeing

With great views from the top of the bus, strategically placed stops and an interesting commentary, this the hop-on
hop-off city tour truly is the best way to see the sights of Verona.
You can hop on and off as many times as you like aboard this open-top double-decker bus. The eight stops on Line
A and eight stops on Line B give you the chance to see all of Verona's top attractions. You can stop at Stazione FS
Prota Nuova, Basilica San Zeno Castelvecchio, Teatro Romano and more. Both routes are connected by Stop 1,
Piazza Bra, and take approximately 60 minutes to complete a full circuit.
Verona City Hop-on Hop-off Tour stops: Line A
• Piazza Bra
• Corso Porta Nuova
• Stazione FS Prota Nuova
• Basilica San Zeno
• Castelvecchio
• Via Diaz Prota Borsari
• Teatro Romano
• Porta LeoniVerona City Hop-on Hop-off Tour stops: Line B
• Piazza Bra
• Via Pallone Tomba Giulietta
• Via G. Giusti
• S. Stefano Teatro Romano
• Castel S. Pietro Panorama
• Duomo
• Piazza Erbe Casa Giulietta
• Castelvecchio
Confirmation will be received at time of booking
You can present either a paper or an electronic voucher for this activity.
Verona City Hop-on Hop-off Tour stops: Line A
• Piazza Bra
• Corso Porta Nuova
• Stazione FS Prota Nuova
• Basilica San Zeno
• Castelvecchio
• Via Diaz Prota Borsari
• Teatro Romano
• Porta LeoniVerona City Hop-on Hop-off Tour stops: Line B
• Piazza Bra
• Via Pallone Tomba Giulietta
• Via G. Giusti
• S. Stefano Teatro Romano
• Castel S. Pietro Panorama
• Duomo
• Piazza Erbe Casa Giulietta
• Castelvecchio
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Popularity
90 %
Address
Piazza Santa Anastasia 4 4 37121
Verona

Verona Food and Wine Tour with Lunch
Tour (10:00:00)

Day 6

Experience the divine food and drink of fair Verona on a 3.5-hour small-group food tour. Explore the city of love and
uncover its gastronomic delights. Follow your guide through the city and eat and drink like the locals.
Highlights
- Discover the charm of the city and learn about Verona's culinary scene
- Visit a tortellini workshop to see how the pasta is made
- Taste typical Italian food and drink including espresso, cheeses, olive oil and locally produced wines
Sip rich Italian coffee, browse a typical delicatessen, visit a small tortellini workshop, and taste a fresh pasta in a
traditional pasta shop. With numbers limited to 12, you can enjoy a personalized and intimate experience. It's a
must-do culinary experience in Verona!
Begin your tastings in the same way that most Italians begin their day: with an espresso! Pair the robust coffee with
a delicious pastry, before continuing with the walk. As you continue to your next food stop, listen as your tour leader
illustrates stories and curiosities of Verona’s most important squares where Veronese used to buy and take their
food or aperitif. Make your way to a local delicatessen where taste some fresh salami, Soppressa, the local polpette
or Monte Veronese cheese.
Then it's time take a good glass of local wine in a local Osteria, you should choose the typical wines like Valpolicella
or the famous Amarone. Continue to a local workshop where fresh tortellini is made by hand. Learn about the
process of making pasta, from mixing and rolling the dough to stuffing it., sample some of the freshly made pasta.
Finish the tour with a refreshing Italian gelato made with local and selected ingredients!
At the end of this small-group Verona food walking tour, you’ll feel like a real local! Buon appetito!
Languages
English.
\nRedeem information
Voucher type: Printed
Printed Voucher. Print and bring the voucher to enjoy the activity.
Location
Starting point:
Stradone Porta Palio, 29
End point: City center.
Schedule
Duration: 3,5 Hours
Guiding options
Guiding type: Guide
Requirements
Vegetarian, vegan, glucose-free and lactose-intolerant dietary restrictions are catered to. Places visited during your
tour are subject to change, mostly due to the weekly closing of the shops.
\n

Transfer from Due Torri to Verona Villafranca
Private Standard
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